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ABSTRACT: The two-dimensional unsteady flow through a transonic half diffuser has been experimentally
investigated by a Mach-Zehnder interferometer system combined with a high-speed digital camera. An
interferogram analysis for reconstructing the two-dimensional density fields in the transonic diffuser is
performed using the Fourier-transform method for the determination of the phase shift of the deformed fringe
relative to the background fringe. The Reynolds number estimated based on the flow conditions and height at
the diffuser throat is 1.13  105 and the free-stream Mach number just upstream of a shock is around 1.1
when the shock is located far downstream of the throat during a self-excited oscillation in which a shock
wave generated downstream of the throat propagates beyond the throat in the upstream direction and a new
shock germinates downstream of the throat and this series of shock motions are periodically repeated. The
spatial and temporal variations of the structure of the shock during one cycle of the oscillation are vividly
displayed with both the grey-scale schlieren and two-dimensional density contour plots of the flow field.

1 Introduction
The issues of the interaction between a normal shock wave and a boundary layer are very important in
a variety of high-speed aerodynamic applications. Under certain operating conditions the unsteady
flows with shock wave oscillations are widely observed in various fluid machineries including
supersonic intakes, supersonic diffusers and high-pressure pipe lines, strongly affecting local heat
transfer rates as well as aerodynamic loading [1]. Also, extreme pressure fluctuation, which is caused
by the shock oscillation, induces vibration of the machineries or causes heavy sound noise to be
emitted into the atmosphere. The practical necessity of understanding and predicting shock oscillation
phenomena has stimulated previous many experimental, theoretical and numerical studies. However,
many studies have focused on steady flow characteristics of a shock wave in the diffuser. Papers on the
two-dimensional unsteady characteristics of the interaction between a shock wave and a boundary layer
are very few.
In the past, various measuring approaches such as wall pressure measurements underneath the
oscillating shock wave, high-speed schlieren systems, and line image sensor techniques have been
performed to understand shock oscillation phenomena so far. Bogar et al. [2] studied the unsteady flow
characteristics of a supercritical transonic diffuser by a line-scan television-type camera together with a
shadowgraph system to measure the time-dependent shock location. They found that the power spectral
density distributions of the unsteady shock motion display up to three distinct peaks, depending on flow
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FRQGLWLRQV DQG IRU DWWDFKHG IORZ WKH PHFKDQLVP RI VKRFN RVFLOODWLRQV LV UHVSRQVLEOH IRU WKH DFRXVWLF
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H[KDXVW +DQGD HW DO >@ PHDVXUHG VKRFN RVFLOODWLRQV LQ D WZRGLPHQVLRQDO WUDQVRQLF GLIIXVHU E\ D
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Measurements of Unsteady Density Fields in Transonic Diffuser Flows
by High-Speed Mach-Zehnder Interferometers

The high pressure dry air in a tank supplied by a compressor is stored in a plenum chamber and it is
discharged into the atmosphere through the diffuser. The operating pressure ratio pos/pb where pos is the
stagnation pressure in the plenum chamber and pb is a back pressure, is maintained at 1.3 during the
experiment by adjusting a valve. The streamwise static pressures on the diffuser side wall are measured
through pressure holes of 0.5 mm diameter from x = - 52 mm to x = 56 mm in equal intervals of 4 mm.
All pressure holes are constant height of y = 3 mm. Kulite differential transducers with a natural
frequency of 500 kHz are used for pressure measurements and they are installed just beneath the static
pressure holes. The signals from the pressure transducers are input into a digital oscilloscope with a 12
bit A/D converter at intervals of 10 kHz through an amplifier, and then analyzed by a personal
computer.
3 Analysis method for obtaining unsteady density fields
As shown in Fig. 2, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer system with a He-Ne laser as a light source is used
to obtain unsteady two-dimensional density fields of diffuser flows. In the present study, wedge fringe
methods are used to measure density fields with high spatial resolutions. Visualization of the diffuser
flow for a specified operating pressure ratio was recorded in 10,000 pictures. The effective spatial
resolution of the present imaging system is 25 pixel/mm or 0.04 mm/pixel. Using the present Mach
Zehnder system, the instantaneous shock position, the frequency of the oscillating shock wave, and the
two-dimensional unsteady density field can be measured with high spatial and temporal resolution.

Fig. 2 Mach-Zehnder interferometer system
Mach-Zehnder interferometers can estimate the unsteady features of the whole density field in the
diffuser including the shock displacement by analyzing the fringe shift from a reference image. Since
the wedge fringe method can measure density more minutely than the infinite fringe method by
analyzing a fringe shift, in the present work the wedge fringe method is employed. The analytical
procedure of an interferogram is divided into two steps, which are the fringe shift analysis and density
calculation from the fringe shift. The former is done using the Fourier transform method, which is
presented by Takeda et al. [8] and can obtain a fringe shift two-dimensionally with a high space
ISFV18 – Zurich, Switzerland – 2018
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resolution. The latter is done under the assumption that a flow field is two-dimensional. The
quantitative methodology of extracting the two-dimensional density field in the test section is described
below.
In the wedge fringe method, the mirrors and beam splitters are deliberately misaligned to produce a
background fringe pattern of straight lines. In the present experiment, the background fringes are made
perpendicular to the bottom surface of the diffuser by appropriate adjustment of the beam splitter 2
shown in Fig. 2. When a flow with a refractive-index disturbance is introduced in the test section, the
background fringes are changed into deformed fringe patterns. On a screen or recording media for a
fixed time, the typical profiles showing background and deformed fringe patterns are illustrated in Fig.
3 as lines of constant phase.

Fig. 3 Variation of background and deformed fringes by wedge fringe method
The parallel and equally spaced fringes shown as red solid lines in Fig. 3 are also referred to as wedge
fringes. This interval b (see Fig. 3) between two successive crests of the background fringes is a
function of the intersection angle between reference and test beams and the wavelength of the laser
light used. It is necessary to make the interval b as narrow as possible to avoid overlap of the fringe
patterns measured, because wide fringes move farther away from the original location than narrower
fringes, and as a result, they cover regions, which are considerably different from the optical
retardations.
The intensity profile g  x, y  of the deformed fringe pattern can be given by
g  x, y   g 0  x, y   g1  x, y  cos  k0 x    x, y 

(1)

with the phase shift   x, y  containing the desired information on the density field in the test section
where g0  x, y  and g1  x, y  represent unwanted irradiance variations arising from the nonuniform light
reflection or transmission when the test beam is passing through the test section, and k0 = 2/b. The
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coordinates x and y form the vertical plane, which is perpendicular to the test beam propagation
direction, and the z-axis is taken as the direction in which the test beam propagates.
Eq. (1) is rewritten in the following expression
g  x, y   g0  x, y   c  x, y  exp  ik0 x   c *  x, y  exp  ik0 x 

(2)

with
c  x, y  

1
2

g1  x, y  exp i   x, y 

(3)

where i is the imaginary number and the asterisk * denotes a complex conjugate.
The Fourier transform of Eq. (2) with respect to x is given by
G  k , y   G0  k , y   C  k  k0 , y   C *  k  k0 , y 

(4)

where the capital letters denote the Fourier transforms of the respective primitive functions and k is the
spatial wave number in the x direction. Since the spatial variations of g0  x, y  , g1  x, y  , and   x, y 
are slow compared with the spatial frequency k0 when the interval between fringes is sufficiently small,
the Fourier spectra in Eq. (4) are separated by the wave number k0 and have the three independent
peaks, as schematically shown in Fig. 4(a).

Fig. 4 Fourier-transform method of fringe-pattern analysis
We make use of either of the two spectra on the carrier, say C  k  k0 , y  , and translate it by k0 on the
wave number axis toward the origin to obtain C  k , y  , as shown in Fig. 4(b). The unwanted
background variation G0  k , y  has been filtered out in this stage by a pertinent band pass filter. We
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compute the inverse Fourier transform of C  k , y  with respect to the k to obtain c  x, y  , defined by
Eq. (3). Then we calculate a complex logarithm of Eq. (3) as follows:
ln c  x, y   ln

g1  x, y 
2

 i  x, y 

(5)

From Eq. 5, we can obtain the phase shift   x, y  in the imaginary part completely separated from the
unwanted amplitude variation g1  x, y  in the real part. The phase shift   x, y  is related to the density
field through the Gradstone-Dale formula as follows:
  x, y 
2



K

0

    x, y     dz
L/2

a

L/2

(6)

where L = 15 mm is the spanwise length of the test section, a is the atmospheric density, 0 is the
wavelength of a light source in vacuum, and K = 2.2587  10-4 m3/kg is the Gradstone-Dale constant.
Considering the two-dimensional refractive index field, i.e., independent of the z axis, the density
  x, y  in the flow field is expressed by
  x, y    a 

0
2 KL

  x, y 

(7)

Since Eq. (7) shows that the phase shift at a fixed time is directly proportional to the flow density at the
same time, characteristics of an unsteady flow field including a shock wave can be evaluated by
examining the time history of the fringe shift.
An image of the flow field in the test section by the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is formed onto the
CMOS sensor of a high-speed digital camera (Photron, FASTCAM SA1.1) which records a JPEG RGB
image (24-bit each color) at a resolution of 640  272 square pixels. The plane of focus is located in the
middle of the test section. The RGB image is then turned into an 8-bit grayscale image by a linear
transformation. Therefore, the distributions of background and deformed fringes with 256 different
possible intensities can be calculated from the Mach-Zehnder images for the density-field in the test
section.
4 Results and Discussion
As shown in Fig. 5, the unsteady behavior of the transonic diffuser flow can be observed with the rootmean square (RMS) value for time-dependent variations of the fringe-shift between the reference and
test interferograms. Large fluctuations caused by the unsteady flow in the transonic diffuser can be seen
regions across the throat and areas beneath the diffuser upper wall.
The power spectral densities at streamwise locations ( x = -2 mm and 3 mm for a fixed height of y = 3
mm ) shown as white and black circles in Fig. 5 are depicted in Figs 6(a) and 6(b). For both the
locations upstream and downstream of the throat, power spectral density distributions show two distinct
peaks at several tens of Hz and around 2 kHz. The past studies [9, 10] displayed several types of shock
oscillations such as a shock oscillation about its time-mean position downstream of the throat, and a
self-excited oscillation responsible for a shock-induced flow separation. However, the oscillation
modes above are different from one observed in the present study.
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Fig. 5 Contour plot of RMS values of fringe shifts in transonic diffuser flow

(a) x = -2 mm and y = 3 mm

(b) x = 3 mm and y = 3 mm

Fig. 6 Power spectral densities of fringe shifts upstream and downstream of throat
The flow unsteadiness in the present work results from the unstable shock pattern in which a shock
wave is generated downstream of the throat and then it propagates beyond the throat in the upstream
direction. This type of unsteadiness is similar to the oscillation mode investigated by Meier [11], who
quantitatively visualized the unsteady flowfield by a Mach-Zehnder interferometer combined with a
high-speed photography system. He examined the time histories of the densities just before and behind
the shock wave and separation point for the freestream Mach number just upstream of the shock lower
than 1.48. It should be noted that the study by Meier shows a shock-induced flow separation, but the
present study doesn't. On the other hand, the shock unsteadiness observed in the present study was
numerically demonstrated by von Lavante et al. [12, 13], who concluded that the unstable shock
ISFV18 – Zurich, Switzerland – 2018
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behavior strongly depends on the critical Reynolds number Re*. In their numerical simulation, the
second type of unsteadiness occurs for Re* < 5  105. Likewise, Kim et al. [14] numerically investigated
the effects of back pressure fluctuations on the critical Venturi nozzle flows and showed that for low
Reynolds numbers the pressure disturbances from the nozzle exit can propagate upstream beyond the
nozzle throat, giving rise to the significant fluctuations in mass flow rate through the nozzle. It should
be noted that the Reynolds number in the present study is of almost the same order of magnitude as
those in studies of Lavante et al. and Kim et al. However, the detail of the temporal and spatial
variation of the structure of the oscillating shock is still not fully understood experimentally.
Time histories of streamwise density profiles at a fixed height of y = 3 mm during one cycle of the
oscillation for a frequency of 2 kHz are shown in Fig. 7 where the symbols (a) ~ (e) in Fig. 7
correspond to the density profiles captured consecutively at equal time intervals ( t = 2.5  10 -5 s) in
the order of them. A shock is present at a location in which the density gradient reaches a maximum
value just after the first local minimum in each density distribution in Fig. 7. The curve (a) in Fig. 7
shows an instantaneous density profile in which a shock wave just travels toward the upstream
direction from a location downstream of the throat. It indicates that the density decreases gradually
with increasing streamwise distance from a location upstream of the throat till a local minimum in the
density profile at x = around 1 mm before suddenly increasing by a shock wave and then it is kept at a
constant value over a range of streamwise distances from x = around 3 mm to 10 mm. The shock wave
travels upstream beyond the throat with its shock strength weaken as time goes by (Curves (a) ~ (e) in
Fig. 7). When the shock is present upstream of the throat, a relatively large compression region appears
over a range of x = 6 mm to 10 mm (Curve (d)), and the region moves upstream in the next time (Curve
(e) to produce a new shock downstream of the throat.

Fig. 7 Time histories of streamwise density profiles at fixed vertical location of y = 3 mm
In order to observe the generation and movement of shock wave in more detail, the time history of the
two-dimensional flowfield in the diffuser is depicted in Fig. 8 in terms of grey-scale schlieren. These
figures were calculated using the two-dimensional density fields captured by the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer as shown in Fig. 9 and the density gradient in the x direction is displayed as a pseudogrey-scale schlieren representation. Each schlieren displays an instantaneous flowfield at a time
interval of t =2.5  10 -5 s.
ISFV18 – Zurich, Switzerland – 2018
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Figures 8(a) ~ 8(e) correspond to the flow visualization by the typical grey-scale schlieren with a
vertical knife edge, which renders vertical density gradients with decelerations showing as dark areas
and accelerations as light regions. In addition, the red dotted line parallel to the y axis and red solid
curve in Figs. 8(a) ~ 8(e) indicate the position of the throat and diffuser upper wall, respectively. Figure
8(a) indicates the transonic diffuser flow when shock waves are located at the downstream end during
the one cycle of the flow oscillation. As enclosed by a blue quadrangle in Fig. 8(a), two nearly normal
shock waves parallel to each other are present downstream of the throat. The freestream Mach number
just upstream of the front shock is around 1.1. The rear shock catches up with the front shock in the
next instant to become a single shock (Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)), travelling upstream beyond the throat with
the upper end of the shock attached to the diffuser upper wall (Figs. 8(d) and 8(e)). When the shock is
present at the upstream end (Fig. 8(e)), a compression region extending from x = around 2 mm to 8 mm
(Curve (e) in Fig. 7) appear to germinate a new shock similar to the shock shown in Fig. 8(a).

Fig. 8 Time-dependent pseudo grey-scale schlieren of diffuser flows
ISFV18 – Zurich, Switzerland – 2018
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Spatial and temporal variations of the transonic diffuser flows are vividly displayed in Figs. 9(a) ~ 9(e)
with the flow from left to right. These figures show the density representations corresponding to Figs.
8(a) ~ 8(e) and the size and position of the region enclosed by a blue quadrangle in each figure is
identical to each other. Figure 9(a) demonstrates an instantaneous shock travelling upstream in the
diffuser where the shock is almost normal to the x axis. Also, regions (x = 10 mm ~ 12 mm) with low
densities observed at the diffuser upper wall downstream of the shock seem to be responsible for
vortices due to the flow separation from the diffuser upper wall. Regions with high densities (x = 8 ~ 12
mm) are also seen in Fig. 9(d). However, we cannot capture more detailed information on the flow
separation and vortices. As shown in Figs. 9(b) ~ (f), the shock propagates upstream beyond the
diffuser throat, producing a new shock downstream of the throat to continue the oscillation cycle.

Fig. 9 Time-histories of two-dimensional density fields in diffuser flows
ISFV18 – Zurich, Switzerland – 2018
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5 Concluding Remarks
The unsteady two-dimensional density fields including an oscillating shock wave in a transonic diffuser
were measured using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer system combined with a high-speed digital
camera. Spatial and temporal variations of the shock structure with unstable behavior in which a shock
wave generated just downstream of the diffuser throat propagates beyond the throat in the upstream
direction were vividly displayed by both the pseudo-grey scale schlieren representation and the twodimensional density contour plots for the diffuser flow.
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